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Abstract. Trust is an important and frequently studied concept in personal interactions and business ventures. As such, it has been examined
by multitude of scientists in diverse disciplines of study. Over the past
years, proposals have been made to model trust relations computationally, either to assist users or for modeling purposes in multi-agent systems. These models rely implicitly on the social networks established by
participating entities (be they autonomous agents or internet users). At
the same time, research in complex networks has revealed mechanisms
of information diﬀusion, such as the spread of rumors in a population.
By adapting rumor-spreading processes to reputation dissemination in
multi-agent systems, this paper shows the beneﬁt of augmenting an existing trust model with pro-actively, socially ﬁltered trust information.
Key words: Trust and Reputation, Rumor-spreading, Trust Model
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Introduction

This paper represents part of our work directed at developing a distributed recommendation system of (semi-) autonomous agents, aiding users in determining
trustworthy service partners. We envision this system to operate on existing
social structures, as, for instance, computationally represented in online social
communities. Leveraging reputation-based computational trust and real-world
derived social connections as a soft security mechanism, we aim at increasing
overall (system) reliability in computer-mediated human interactions within cybercommunities.
In the course of this paper, we will focus on aspects of reputation-based computational trust. In recent literature, two principal views of computational trust
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can be distinguished – a cognitive [3, 4] and a probabilistic interpretation. Due
to the complexity of accurately representing an entity’s mental state in computational adaptations, computational realizations of cognitive trust are difficult
to model.
The probabilistic view of trust, held, among others, by [1, 14, 29], relies on
observable data for deriving an, albeit subjective [10, 20], probability with which
some entity will perform a particular action in order to establish a trust rating.
By employing observed information from the past to predict behavior in the
future, trust establishment thus becomes a data driven process. It is well-suited
to computational modeling. Recently proposed computational trust models (for
reviews see [17, 24]) typically adopt this approach. As our focus is on agent-based
models that may operate on social network structures, we consider systems such
as ReGreT [23], which features a social dimension, or FIRE [14], itself based on
the referral system for multi-agents presented in [29], to be the most related.
Deriving trust is thus based on reliable information about the actions expected to be performed by the trusted party. In society, this information is usually procured in two different ways: Either through personal experience derived
from prior direct interactions with another entity or via the reputation of an
entity as reported by other members of the society (for the time being, we will
not consider notions such as role-based or institutional trust). In models, thtwoe
first is normally classified as direct experience, the latter as witness information. To an entity, its direct experiences are the most reliably assessed source of
reputation information, yet, it is also the scarcest. Witness information is more
abundant, yet its reliability is difficult to assess for an entity. In trust models,
witness information is typically communicated in the form of recommendations,
involving at least three separate entities: A recommender, a recommendee (whose
trustworthiness is to be evaluated) and the evaluating entity, receiving the recommendation.
Assessing the reliability of a recommendation involves evaluating how much
trust one can put in the recommender making an accurate recommendation.
Trust is a uni-directional, dyadic, non-transitive relation between entities [1].
Thus, an entity’s certainty in the correctness of a recommendation decays rapidly
once made by a non-neighboring recommender. Relying only on direct recommendations from trusted neighbors has advantages regarding the reliability of
the reputation information. However, this forgoes a potential wealth of additional
information. Mui [22] has proposed the establishment of (parallel) recommendation chains between non-neighboring entities. This process, however, suffers from
distance effects for long chains and problems when determining the reliability
of a particular chain (particularly when determining weighing factors). Bayesian
aggregation is also unfit for establishing the reputation of remote agents [22].

2

Approach

In recent publications [11, 12], we have proposed a rudimentary mechanism designed to better leverage the information diffusion qualities of social networks
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in order to spread reputation information. Aside from increasing the speed of
information dissemination [11], the active propagation of reputation information
can also serve as a social filter, making it easier to evaluate the validity of the
propagated data.
2.1

Direct Witness Information

Witness information in typical multi-agent trust frameworks [22, 23, 28] is normally gathered on demand by an entity. When the need for information about a
potential interactor arises, a request for reputation information is issued by the
requesting entity (requestor ) to trusted neighbors. If a neighbor holds an opinion
on the potential interactor and wishes to share that information, it will return a
recommendation to the requestor. Regarding their reliability, recommendations
from trusted neighbors can be assessed by evaluating the trust the requestor has
in the recommending neighbor. The direct neighborhood the requestor and the
recommender affects not only the reliability of a recommendation, as perceived
by the requestor, but also implies short achievable response times and low number of exchanged messages. These factors result in relatively hard information,
suited to by-request communication.
Due to the structure of social acquaintance networks underlying and formed
by the trust relations involved in recommending, it is also reasonable to consider
one-hop referral recommendations to be hard. One quality of social networks is
community structure, expressed through a high average clustering coefficient [16,
26]. The clustering coefficient is a measure of the percentage of transitive triplets
present in a network [15, 25]. For the sake of illustration, consider three network
nodes i, j and k. i is connected to j, j in turn is connected to k. A transitive triplet
is present if i is also connected to k. The clustering coefficient is the fraction of
transitive triplets to all possible connections that occur throughout the network.
The average clustering coefficient [15, 26] is a variation of this measure commonly
used in empirical studies.
High average clustering signifies community structure in networks. Within
such a community, the likelihood that two entities share common neighbors is
higher than in corresponding random graphs [16]. Thus, in a highly clustered
network, establishing a 1-hop recommendation chain between an entity a and a
non-neighboring entity c, facilitated by intermediary entity b, which is neighboring both a and c, has a higher chance of being duplicated via another intermediary entity d. By establishing multiple parallel recommendation chains of a very
short path length, the evaluating entity a gains the ability to assess the reliability
of the remote recommender d by starting reputation gathering on d. Due to the
distance limitation of 1 hop and high clustering, pertinent information on d can
be gathered from nodes neighboring a, with the limitation that clustering allows
for the establishment of parallel 1-hop chains between a and c. While the overhead is considerably higher than 0-hop recommendations (cf. fig. 1), involving a
separate trust establishment process for each referral, establishing the reliability
of such a recommendation does not suffer from long-distance effects, remains
localized close to and is mediated by entities directly known to the requestor.
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Furthermore, in case of an inaccurately referred recommendation, both the referring neighbors and the remote recommender can be held directly responsible by
reducing their trust value held by the requestor. This also provides an incentive
to the referrer to refer only trusted and good-quality recommenders.
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Fig. 1. Initial message exchange and referred recommendation, on-request opinion provisioning.

We propose to categorize these kinds of witness information as direct witness
information. It is comparatively easy to assess in terms of reliability and the
originating entity of a recommendation is easily identifiable. Furthermore, the
amount of communication overhead required for obtaining the information warrants its use in on-demand reputation provisioning. Together with prior direct
experiences made by the requesting entity, it forms the basis upon which the
strong reputation [11, 12] of a potential interactor is computed.

2.2

Remote Witness Information

Even when including direct witness information, the amount of information
available to an entity attempting to make a trust decision may be scarce. In
far-flung social networks, exhaustive breadth-first search for more information
is prohibitively expensive time-wise, particularly if the required data cannot be
located in the requestor’s intermediate neighborhood. Depth-first search leads to
quickly deteriorating reliability of gathered information. In order to alleviate the
problems with time-criticalness of the reputation information gathering process
and rapid decay of reliability, we propose a two-pronged approach.
Firstly, make the information widely available and at the same time decouple
the provisioning process from the commonly used on-request mechanism. Secondly, harness the size and structure of the social recommendation network to
aid entities in assessing the quality, reliability and relevance of remotely issued
reputation information.
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Decoupling the Provisioning Process

On-request provisioning of reputation information guarantees that an entity receives the most current information available on a potential interactor. For this
mechanism, however, the cost in time and communication overhead are inversely
proportionate to the reliability of the information, as determinable by the requestor. An increasing complexity is associated with a decrease in the quality of
the acquired data. Figure 1 shows standard witness information gathering and
1-hop recommendation referral.
Therefore, we propose a pro-active propagation of reputation information
that mimics the spread of rumors through social networks. Because information
that originates beyond the direct neighborhood of an entity is difficult to verify
by the entity, it factors less prominently in the trust establishment process in
conventional trust models than direct witness information (e.g. [14, 22]); this
leads to a diminishing gain in additional information. Consequently, less relevant
information, which is thereby less important for trust establishment, may be
relegated to a secondary dissemination mechanism that operates on a different
time scale than the on-request method.
Fundamentally, the secondary mechanism adapts epidemiological and rumor
spreading models operating on complex networks. Various such models have been
proposed and investigated, mainly in the fields of sociology [7, 19] and statistical
physics [5].
Following established terminology [6], each network element in rumor spreading models is a member of one of three classes, corresponding to ignorant, stifler
and spreader nodes. Ignorants are nodes that have not been exposed to a particular rumor and are still susceptible to the information. Spreaders are those
that have been exposed to a rumor and are actively propagating the information,
while stiflers are privy to a rumor but have ceased spreading it. When a spreader
meets an ignorant, the latter turns into a spreader with probability λ. When a
spreader meets another spreader or stifler, it turns into a stifler with probability α. Moreno et al. [21] provide an analysis of rumor mongering in complex
networks, presenting time profiles for the propagation process. The dynamics
of rumor spreading in networks, as reported, for instance, by [2, 8, 21], suggest
sufficient diffusive quality to warrant their application to reputation-based trust
metrics.
The basis of our pro-active dissemination mechanism is formed by entities
publishing opinions to the network, rather than only providing recommendations to requestors. In order to maintain the added value of those opinions and
to avoid overwhelming communication channels, they should be issued only in
exceptional circumstances. Such circumstances are constituted, for instance, by
an interaction experience significantly deviating from the expected mean, prolonged above (or below) average performance or highly varying, erratic behavior
on the part of an interactor.
A published opinion includes an assertion about another entity, y (a former
interactor), time-stamped and signed by the publishing entity x (the originator).
The assertion bundles information regarding the interactor, its trust rating and
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perceived reliability of that rating, along with situational data, with situationdependence denoted by parameter β. x proceeds by communicating its published
opinion on y to its neighbors. Each publishing entity can only have one published
opinion per subject and situation, although the entity can issue a replacement
opinion.
P ubOpβ (x, y) = {Sigx (Assertβ (x, y), timestamp)}
(1)
A receiving entity r confirms reception to the sending entity (either the publishing entity or an intermediate spreader), informing the sender whether or not
r was ignorant to the particular published opinion. If r does not hold a positive
opinion of the sender, it immediately stifles further propagation; otherwise, it
evaluates the message, determining whether becoming a spreader or a stifler.
During reception of a particular published opinion, the decision to propagate
is primarily dependent on four factors: The prior experience of r with the sending
entity, the difference of the published opinion from the opinion r has of y, temporal decay, and the general community agreement regarding P ubOpβ (x, y). According to these parameters, the receiving entity decides, following a rule-based
approach, if and with what priority to spread the published opinion. While the
first three factors are common values found in trust metrics, we will describe an
approach for determining agreement in the following.
2.4

Establishing Reliability through Community Agreement

In order to assign a reliability value to any one published opinion, it is not
sufficient for an evaluating entity to just know the reliability of the published
opinion’s latest propagator, because, generally, that propagator is not the originator of the published opinion. Due to the difficulties in assessing the reliability
of a remote originator, as outlined above, we will focus instead on determining
the reliability of the content of the published opinion based on a voting process.
Whenever an entity receives and evaluates a published opinion for the first
time, it adds a signed token to the assertion included in the message. In this
token, the entity includes a vote, denoting whether it agrees, disagrees or has no
opinion of its own on the data contained within the assertion.
In order to assess the reliability, we propose the use of Krippendorff’s αcoefficient, a standard reliability measure that can be used regardless of the
number of observers, levels of measurement, sample sizes, and presence or absence of missing data [13]. In order to include the total number of informative,
i.e. actively agreeing or disagreeing, votes N , we multiply α by a monotonously
growing scaling functionf : N 7→ [0, 1], accounting for an agent’s need to require
a certain number of votes on which the reliability measure is based.

f (N ) · α if # agreeing > # disagreeing
Rel(Assertβ (x, y)) =
(2)
−1 · f (N ) · α else
2.5

Transition from Spreader to Stifler State

In classical rumor spreading models [7], transition from spreader to stifler occurs
probabilistically once a spreader encounters another spreader or stifler. For our
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mechanism, we propose the following procedure: When an entity p propagates
a published opinion, the receiver r responds by returning its current status as
ignorant or non-ignorant. If its status is non-ignorant, i.e. it is a spreader or
stifler, it returns the version of the relevant published opinion it is privy to.
From this answer, the propagator determines the ∆p,r Rel(Assertβ (x, y)) by first
compositing the propagated assertion and the response, followed by calculating
the difference in reliability. Compositing is achieved by forming the union of the
sets of signed, informative voting tokens contained in the assertions.
Rel((Assertβ (x, y))p∪r ) = Rel((Assertβ (x, y))p ∪ (Assertβ (x, y))r )
∆p,r Rel(Assertβ (x, y)) =

(3)
(4)

Rel((Assertβ (x, y))p∪r ) − Rel((Assertβ (x, y))p )
If |∆p,r Rel(Assertβ (x, y))| is smaller than some threshold parameter T∆Rel (meaning that the data provided by p to r has little to no effect on the reliability of the
published opinion already known to receiver r) p will in the future stop propagating P ubOpβ (x, y) to r. Furthermore, it will probabilistically transfer into the
stifler state with probability pstif le .
2.6

Evaluating and Integrating Remote Witness Information

For harnessing the social control mechanism in community agreement, the information has still to be integrated into the trust establishment protocol. Most
trust models, e.g. [14, 22, 23, 28], already provide compositing mechanisms when
dealing with different types of reputation information, such as direct experience,
witness reputation or role-based trust. Prototypically choosing the FIRE trust
model [14], rumor-like information can be easily integrated into the trust model.
FIRE relies on a generic trust formula to calculate a trust value for each of its
components:
P
r ∈R (a,b,c) ωK (ri ) · vi
(5)
TK (a, b, c) = Pi K
ri ∈RK (a,b,c) ωK (ri )

A trust value is thus calculated as the sum of all available ratings weighted by
the rating relevance and normalized to [−1, 1]. Adaptation of remote witness
information, spread in a rumor-like manner, is achieved as follows: RK is the set
of all published opinions on the entity to be evaluated – here called b – under a
term c. a represents the evaluating entity, c a term, under which the evaluation
takes place, represented by β in eq. 1. Let vi be the rating of a subject entity
(b) contained in Assertβ (a, b) and ωK (ri ) be Rel(Assertβ (a, b)), multiplied by a
temporal decay function τ (∆t). In the following section,we will show the benefit
of augmenting a trust model with such a mechanism by presenting simulation
results.

3

Simulation

For simulations, we have chosen to extend the trust model FIRE [14]. This particular model was chosen for its extensible nature, compatibility with the pro-
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posed testing scenario and relative recency. Particularly its decentralized nature
made it well-suited to our overall goal of mimicking the dynamics of reputation
spreading in complex social networks.
3.1

Scenario

In order to assess the value of adding rumor-spreading mechanisms to trust
models, we will evaluate the potential average gain an entity can expect when
using a trust model with rumor-like information dissemination (FIRE w/ RumorSpreading), a non-augmented trust model (FIRE w/o Rumor-Spreading) and no
trust model at all. For this, we will generally follow the methodology put forth
in [14], with some changes to the scenario in order to better fit assumptions, for
instance regarding trust dissemination [11].
An agent population consisting of consumer and provider agents is seeded
in a spherical environment [14]. However, differing from the FIRE standard test
methodology, the placement of consumer agents is influenced by an underlying
complex social network [11], either a random graph [9] or a highly clustered acquaintance network [16]. Long-range connections between consumer agents that
could not be placed together spatially are maintained in order to simulate the
small-world effects of social networks [26]. During the simulation, recommendations and published opinions are communicated harnessing the underlying social
network. Provider discovery and service delivery is handled in accordance with
the neighborhood-based search employed in [14]. Provider selection, from a set
of discovered providers, is also handled in accordance with the proposal from the
FIRE testbed, using a standard Boltzman exploration strategy [18] in order to
address the exploration-vs-exploitation dilemma.
Additionally, the testing methodology for assessing the advantage of agents
equipped with a trust model and those without has largely been adopted from
[14], as well. After selecting and interacting with a provider, the consumer gains
or loses utility, dependent on the performance of the provider. Regarding this performance, the provider population is divided into three distinct sub-populations
of consistent providers (good, ordinary and bad ), as well as one of intermittent
providers. Actual performance of providers is represented by a random variable, computed according to the sub-population a provider belongs to (for bad :
µ ∈ [−1, 0], σ = .2, for ordinary: µ ∈ [0, .5], σ = .2, for good : µ ∈ [.5, 1], σ = .1,
according to a normal distribution; for intermittent: uniformly distributed in
[−1, 1]). A provider’s expected performance µ is set at creation, its actual performance is determined per interaction. Time is measured in rounds, with events
taking place during the same round occurring simultaneously. During each round,
each agent chooses probabilistically, according to an individual activity level,
whether it interacts with a provider. The utility score of every interaction is
recorded by each agent, in order to assess the average utility gained or lost each
round. Default experimental variable values were retained from the standard
FIRE testbed. This includes: number of simulation rounds N = 500, number of
provider agents NP = 100 (subdivided into good NP G = 10, ordinary NP O = 40,
bad NP B = 45 and intermittent NP I = 5), number of consumer agents per test
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group NC = 500. Further default parameters, such as component coefficients
and reliability function parameters were also retained, with the exception of the
referral length threshold nRL , which was set to permit only 1-hop referrals, as
per the rationale in section 2.1.
The component coefficient for the proposed rumor-spreading component was
set to WRS = .5, identical to that of the component measuring direct witness information. As scaling function f , a generalized logistic function was applied, if the total number of informative votes on a published opinion was below 12, else it was set to 1. The temporal decay function was set to τ (∆t) =
exp(−1 · ∆t/(−10/ln(0.5))), T∆Rel = .1 and pstif le = .33. Published opinions on
providers were issued probabilistically (p = .75) if an agent gained utility in the
top ten percentile range, has had five consistent interactions with a provider in
the top twenty percentile range, or has lost utility from an interaction. Agents did
not issue replacement opinions, unless the behavior of an agent was intermittent
or decreased significantly. Furthermore, for rumor-like propagation, each agent
received a send queue, into which the agent prioritized incoming published opinions for further propagation in future rounds, according to the following order:
age, trust in the latest propagator and reliability of the message. Propagation
was limited to 5 published opinions per round per propagating agent.
3.2

Results

In order to assess the benefit of augmenting a trust model with rumor-spreading,
we investigated the average utility received per agent and round for three groups
of agents. Agents choosing providers randomly, without support of any trust
model, form the baseline for comparison. Against this baseline, two identical implementations of the FIRE trust model [14] were tested, one of these augmented
with rumor-spreading. Simulations were run under both stable conditions and
dynamic conditions, which included both provider and consumer population fluctuations, provider performance improvement/deterioration, and agent mobility,
under the testbed default dynamic parameters presented in [14].

(a) Stable, Random Graph

(b) Dynamic, Random Graph

Fig. 2. Average utility gain under stable and dynamic conditions.
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Trust-equipped agents consistently outperformed the no-trust group by a
considerable margin. Under stable conditions, the agents augmented with a
rumor-spreading component in turn outperformed the population equipped with
a standard FIRE implementation by a margin of ≈ .06, once a stable level of
average utility was achieved after the first few interactions (cf. Fig. 2(a),3(a)).
When comparing differently clustered social network structures used to communicate recommendations and published opinions, overall average utility changes
were small (random graph (low clustering): ≈ .63 for rumor-spreading FIRE vs.
≈ .57 non-rumor-spreading FIRE; acquaintance graph (high clustering): ≈ .61
rumor-spreading FIRE vs. ≈ .55 non-rumor-spreading FIRE). High significance
(p < 2.2e−16 ) was established by a signed-rank test [27]. However, in the highly
clustered network, the number of initial rounds before a relatively constant utility level was reached, was almost double that of the random graph network. This
behavior is congruent with findings regarding diffusion speed in [11].
In a simulation in which dynamic conditions introduce noise to the environment, the overall performance of FIRE, both with and without rumor-spreading
augmentation, is lower than under stable conditions (cf. Fig. 2(b)). Agents with
the additional component still maintain an advantage over agents equipped with
pure FIRE, while both populations continue to perform considerably better
than the no-trust population. Besides a slightly better performance, the rumorspreading component can be seen to induce a stabilizing effect on the trust
model. While performance of regular FIRE is subject to fluctuation, the change
in average utility for the augmented model is much smoother.
In addition to being effective in reputation information dissemination, the
proposed mechanism is also resilient to malicious tagging. This resilience can be
attributed to the conservative reliability measure, based upon pairwise agreement computation, as well as its adaptability to the standard FIRE recommendation feedback mechanism, that effectively excludes unreliable recommenders
from the recommendation process. Figure 3(b) displays the response to malicious
tagging, as per the malicious tagging procedures described in [14]. Specifically,
average utility gain over 200 time steps within the recommender population
is plotted against the percentage of maliciously tagging recommenders. These
agents either exaggerate or diminish a recommendee’s reputation by adding or
subtracting a uniformly distributed random variable in [0.01, 0.2] to the utility
gain they expect from the recommendee. An augmented trust framework can
be clearly seen to result in higher average utility for those agents using it, as
compared to agents equipped with a non-augmented implementation of the same
framework.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Simulation results indicate that augmenting trust models, as prototypically shown
for the FIRE model [14], is beneficial to agent performance. The augmented
model performed consistently better than the standard model by harnessing
socially-filtered rumor-like information. The associated communication overhead
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(b) Malicious Tagging

Fig. 3. Average utility gain under stable conditions in a highly clustered acquaintance
network. Response to maliciously tagging agents.

for propagating rumor-like information can be partially mitigated by decoupling
the provisioning process from the on-request model typically used in trust establishment. The voting mechanism, employing a standardized measure, displayed
sufficient power to guarantee the reliability of the propagated published opinions. In the presented form, privacy issues of the protocol, which relies on agents
issuing and forwarding published opinions but does not mandate them to do
so, can be met through pseudonymization services and group key schemes. In
order to harden the protocol against collusion attacks by malicious agent, tracking mechanisms and heuristics can be employed, for which a more sophisticated
privacy protection mechanism would be required.
Both the exact structure of human acquaintance and trust networks in computational contexts, as well as the way that reputation information is communicated over them still leave considerable room for future investigations. Modeling
these networks and applying computational procedures to them can not only
serve to better understand human action, but also to assists online users, for
instance by offering an automated, distributed (p2p) recommendation network.
With the persistent popularity of social networking sites, the integration of socially augmented information systems is a logical next step in assuring reliable
service in internet commerce.
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